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Rating Rationale 

Aquarelle International Limited (AIL) 

 Rating 
Instrument Amount (USD Million) Rating Remarks 

Bond Issue$ USD 3.3 million 
(Mur 121 million) * 

CARE MAU A; Stable 
[Single A; Outlook: Stable] 

Reaffirmed 

Proposed Bond issue$ USD 5.7 Million 
(Mur 210 million) * 

CARE MAU A; Stable 
[Single A; Outlook: Stable] 

Reaffirmed 

$ During Initial Rating exercise (November 2018, AIL proposed to raise a Bond of USD 9.0 million in tranches, to be repaid after 
3 years from the date of issue (bullet repayment in January 2022). The purpose was to repay working capital facility in USD. AIL 
had issued USD 3.3 million (MUR 121 million) of Bonds in Jan 2019 at an interest rate of 3.95% and utilised the same for 
reduction of working capital.  
AIL proposes to raise balance USD 5.7 million bond (MUR 210 million) in July 2020 (FY21 - with bullet repayment after 3 years).  
Majority of the company’s revenue and payments are in USD/USD linked.     
 *(1 USD= MUR 36.8) 

 
Rating Rationale 
The rating assigned to Aquarelle International Limited (“AIL”) derives strength from its experienced 

promoters & management team, established relationship with renowned international clothing brands, 

credit insurance for production loss, satisfactory financial position with moderate gearing and 

mitigated foreign exchange risks with majority of sales and procurement being USD denominated. 

The rating, however, is constrained by market and political risks associated with its Madagascar 

operations, the competitive nature of the industry and volatile profit margins.  

Ability of AIL to maintain & improve operational performance in Madagascar, acquire high margin 

orders from existing customers and maintain adequate margins in an increasingly competitive industry 

are the key rating sensitivities.        

 

 

BACKGROUND 
Aquarelle International Limited (‘‘AIL’’), a step-down subsidiary of CIEL Limited (CIEL; rated 

CARE MAU AA; Negative/CARE MAU A1+), was incorporated as a Category 1 Global Business 

License on May 1995. The company was licensed from Financial Services Commission (“FSC”) to 

hold investments and trade in textile garments (shirts and ladies wear) for export markets. 

Subsequently, on request, AIL was allowed by the FSC to deal with local residents which enabled 

coordination of marketing activities through AIL’s head office based in Mauritius. AIL is the wholly- 

owned subsidiary of CIEL Textile (which in turn is 100% owned by CIEL Limited). 

AIL, through its subsidiary companies & joint venture [Aquarelle India Private Limited (CARE BBB 

Positive), Aquarelle Madagascar SARL and Laguna Clothing (India) LLP], has manufacturing 

operations in India and Madagascar to service its 3 business lines (casual wear, formal wear and ladies 
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wear). It has three factories in Madagascar and six factories in India. Through its subsidiaries, AIL 

employs in total 8,500 employees in Madagascar and India. 

The table below summarizes the holding and subsidiary structure for AIL: 

 

Aquarelle Madagascar SARL (“AML”): Based in Madagascar, AML is 100% subsidiary of AIL. The 

company is engaged in production of 4.8 million pieces of garments (casual wear and formal wear) 

per annum. AIL sources the order from customers and procures the entire raw material and supplies to 

AML. AML in turn does the cutting, making, sewing, trimming, quality control and packing and 

supplies back around 80% of its production to AIL, against a service charge. The balance 20% of the 

production is supplied to Laguna Clothing (Mauritius). 

Aquarelle India Pvt Ltd (“AIPL”: CARE BBB Stable): Based in India, AIPL is also a 100% 

subsidiary of AIL. AIPL is engaged in manufacturing of high-end casual shirts for men and derives 

about 50% of its revenue from export market. The company produces 4.1 million pieces of garment 

annually.  

Laguna Clothing (India) LLP (“LCL”): LCL is a joint venture between AIL and Monti Italy, 

producing 4.3 million pieces of garments annually. All shirts produced by Laguna India are sold 

directly to clients. AIL acts as a marketing agent for LCL and earns a marketing commission on sales. 

LCL also pays dividend to AIL. 

Tinka International Limited is the procurement office for Aquarelle group based in Hong Kong. 

 

CREDIT RISK ASSESSMENT   

Experienced promoters  
CIEL group, through its investment in CIEL Textile, has significant experience in the textile sector. 

CIEL Textile Limited (“CTL”) is a world-renowned corporate player in the textile and garments 

industry. It has 19 production units spanned across Mauritius, Madagascar, India and Bangladesh. 

With production capacities of around 34 million meters of woven and knitted yarns and 

approximately 36 million garments annually, CIEL Textile’s main export clients are from Europe, 
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India, South Africa and USA. CTL offers a variety of products under 3 different clusters – Woven 

shirts, Fine knits and Knitwear.  

AIL is the wholly owned subsidiary of CTL and falls under the woven segment. CTL’s strategic focus 

is aimed at cost reduction in local operation while expanding turnover and profitability in Asian 

operation through organic and inorganic growth. CTL’s turnover has increased steadily over the last 

few years, primarily driven by better performance in the woven cluster. A snapshot of CTL’s 

financials is as under: 

CIEL Textile Ltd. (MUR Million) FY17 FY18 FY19 H1FY19 H1FY20 
Revenue 10,527 10,944 12,151 6,550 6,385 
EBIDTA 997 759 1,025 571 621 
Interest 100 136 182   
PBT 665 360 548   
PAT 562 317 453 277 302 
GCA 813 591 788   
Dividend Paid  305 286 127   
Total Debt 3,294 3,901 4,238   
Cash & cash equivalents 647 429 377   
Tangible Net worth 3,990 3,973 4,279   
EBIDTA margin 9.47% 6.94% 8.44%   
PAT margin 5.34% 2.90% 3.73%   
Gearing  0.83 0.98 0.99   
Total Debt/GCA 4.05 6.60 5.38   
Total Debt/EBIDTA 3.30 5.14 4.13   
Interest coverage (EBIDTA/Interest) 9.97 5.58 5.63   

In FY19, CTL posted 11% growth in revenue and 43% growth in PAT over FY18. The woven 

segment (Aquarelle) has posted a 13% increase in revenue year-on-year and represents the major 

contributor to the increase in PAT. Aquarelle’s operations in India and the Region have achieved 

considerable progress in FY19 over FY18 with consistent product quality, leading to great customer 

satisfaction. In H1FY20, results of CTL are at par with H1FY19 on both revenue and PAT. The 

woven (Aquarelle) segment remains the primary contributor to turnover and profitability of the 

cluster. The overall performance of Aquarelle remains good on the back of higher volumes and 

margins with good customer satisfaction, particularly in India. The Knitwear segment (Floreal) has 

performed well in H1FY20 compared due to the positive results of the operations in Bangladesh and 

the good progress made at its automated factory in Madagascar.  

Professional and experienced management team 
AIL and its subsidiaries operations are looked after by Mr. Eric Dorchies (Chief Operating Officer in 

Ciel Textile Limited). Mr. Eric holds a diploma from the “Ecole Supérieure de Commerce” in Paris. 

He joined the CIEL Group in 1998 as General Manager of Consolidated Fabrics Ltd (subsidiary 

company of CTL) and was appointed Managing Director of Aquarelle Clothing Ltd. (subsidiary 

company of CTL) in 2003. He occupies the position of Chief Executive Officer of the AIL Group 

(woven cluster of CTL) from 2008. Since 2017, Eric is also the Chief Operating Officer of CTL. AIL 
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has a 4-member Board comprising of Mr. Eric Dorchies, Mr. Bertrand Rivalland (Group CFO), Mr. 

Pradeep ShiwMaharaj (GM-Operations) and Mr. Navin Causy (CFO). 

Optimum Capacity utilization  
AIL has three factories in Madagascar and five factories in India and, through its subsidiaries, 

employs in total 8,500 employees in Madagascar and India. All the factories operated at almost full 

capacity in FY19 and H1FY20. All the factories operated at near full capacity on average in FY19 and 

H1FY20. During last 4 years, AIL has invested approximately Mur 150 million in India to expand its 

production capacities in India. Setting up of a new factory in India is expected to add another 1.5 

million units to production per annum. 

Steady Revenue base 
For the period ended (MUR Million) FY17 FY18 FY19 
Revenue from operations 1,825.8 1,659.8 2,124.2 
Dividend from subsidiaries (Laguna) 125.6 32.0 0.0 
Other Income (Insurance Income) 47.7 0.0 0.0 
Total revenue  1,999.1   1,691.8  2,124.2 

 

AIL derives majority of its revenue by sale of shirts manufactured by AML. The company operates on 

a back to back order basis. AIL sources the order from customers. It procures more than 90% of the 

fabrics (raw material) from Consolidated Fabrics Ltd., wholly owned subsidiary of CTL, and supplies 

to AML. AML in turn does the cutting, making, sewing, trimming, quality control and packing (Cut-

Make-Trim) and supplies back around 80% of its production to AIL, against a service charge. The 

balance 20% of the production is supplied to Laguna Clothing Mauritius, for which the material is 

supplied by Laguna Clothing. Turnover from AML was higher in FY19 vis-à-vis FY18 due to 

appreciation of dollar and execution of high margin orders.  

In case of AIPL, the company sources the order and passes it to AIPL, who in turn sources the fabrics 

from India, produces the shirt and exports to AIL. AIL gets on an average 3-6% commission on cost 

of each shirt. Turnover from AIPL was higher in FY19 vis-à-vis FY18 due to increase in production 

capacity in AIPL (commissioning of the ongoing projects in AIPL) and higher demand from both 

India and export markets. Higher sales were also driven by addition of some new high-grade clients 

(such as Lacoste and Tommy Hilfiger) whose products are sold at a premium price. 

Established relationship with renowned brands in the garment export market:  
AIL operates on a back to back order basis. The company’s well-established export market and client 

base has helped the company get repeat orders. It focuses on export of high-end casual shirts for men 

and ladies wear.  

AIL produces Grade A/B brands and retailers, positioning itself as one of the best alternatives to 

China. Given the CIEL Group supplies to an array of customers worldwide and has access to business 

relationships with customers worldwide. Few of AIL’s reputed international customers are: Tommy 
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Hilfiger, Lacoste, Amazon Essentials, Ben Sherman, J Crew, Cape Union, Dillard’s, Dressman, Eddie 

Bauer, Esprit, Levis, Next, Zara, Express, Armani, Cache-Cache, Woolworths, Truworth, Rodd n 

Gunn, Marks & Spencer. The company offers 60-90 days credit period to all its customers. 

Backward Integration - Fabrics sourced primarily from group companies  
AIL procures majority of its fabrics from Consolidated Fabrics Ltd., wholly owned subsidiary of 

CTL, for its AML factory. For AIPL it sources its fabrics and materials from India & China.  

Supplier Company Raw material Supplied Country 
Jiangsu Lianfa Textile Co. Fabrics China 
Blue Fabric Fabrics China 
Arvind Ltd Fabrics India 
Nahar Textiles Fabrics India 

Competitive nature of the textile industry:  
Apparel manufacturing is characterized by low entry barriers and hence is highly fragmented industry 

with presence of large number of organized and unorganized manufacturers resulting in limited 

pricing power leading to thin operating margins along with heavy competition from countries like 

India, China, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, etc 

Insurance for loss on production  
AIL, being part of CIEL Textile’s woven cluster, is covered by Combined Fire & Allied Perils & Loss 

of profits Insurance from Mauritius Union Assurance for an aggregate amount of MUR 4.3 billion. It 

also covers any loss of profits (up to Mur 2.06 billion) arising from business interruption resulting 

from any of the perils. 

Forex risk mitigated since majority of the sales and procurement is USD denominated 
AIL’s currency wise turnover for FY18 and FY19 is as under: 

 

73% of the company’s FY19 revenue is in USD compared to 56% for FY18 due to increase in sale on 

export markets (which is mainly in USD) and appreciation of the USD. Proportion of revenue in ZAR 

has decreased significantly from 28% in FY18 to 16% in FY19 mainly due to deterioration in the 

South African economy which is impacting consumption patterns negatively. This apart, the revenue 

in ZAR is also linked to USD. While the orders are procured in USD, the Invoicing is done in ZAR. 

The company also take forward covers to cover its ZAR receivables. On the other hand, the company 
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procures around 90% of its materials in USD, which in turn acts as a natural hedging against any 

currency fluctuations.   

For the period ended (MUR Million) FY17 FY18 FY19 
Revenue  1,825.9 1,659.9 2,124.2 
84% of Revenue is linked to USD 1,552.0 1,410.9 1,784.3 
Commission received in USD (MUR million equivalent) 49.3 50.2 76.3 
Total Income in USD (MUR million equivalent) 1,601.3 1,461.2 1,860.6 
90% of the cost of goods purchased in USD (MUR million equivalent) 1,214.9 1,216.7 1,563.8 
USD excess utilised for meeting working capital  386.4 244.4 296.9 
Excess in USD million  11.0 7.0 8.0 

Staff cost, logistics and other expenses are primarily in MUR. Majority of the company’s working 

capital (bill discounting, import & export loan) are USD denominated. Accordingly, the company has 

issued a USD Bond, which will be repaid out of the USD surplus from operations and unutilized USD 

denominated working capital facilities, thereby mitigating currency fluctuation risk.   

Moderated financial risk with volatile profitability margins and cash accruals: 
In FY19, AIPL registered higher sales from international brands operating in India and from export 

markets. Higher sales were driven by addition of new high-grade clients whose products are sold at a 

premium price. Such premium products boosted the profitability as they earn higher margins.  

AML benefitted from an appreciation of the USD; the greenback edged higher in FY19 vis-à-vis 

FY18 (USD 34.7 in June 2018-19 vis-à-vis USD 33.9 in June 2017-18). The company had extended a 

loan of MUR 150 million to AIPL, which is repayable in FY20, FY21, FY22 and FY23 (post 

stabilization of Indian operations). The company utilized its working capital facilities and extended 

the loan to Indian company. As on June 30, 2019, the company had an overall gearing ratio of 0.81x 

and interest coverage of 7.32x.  

Tax Status: AIL, being a Category 1 Global Business Company, is a tax resident of Mauritius and is 

therefore liable to tax in Mauritius at a concessionary rate as it is eligible to benefit from the Double 

Tax Treaties that Mauritius has with various countries (including Madagascar and India). AIL is 

subject to a flat rate of corporate tax of 15% minus up to 80% of the tax liability as foreign tax credits, 

hence, paying a net effective tax of 3% only.  

AIL posted a PAT of MUR 55.3 million on a turnover of MUR 1.2 billion for H1FY20 due to better 

order book & margin, smooth performance of Madagascar unit and added capacity in AIPL. The 

H1FY20 performance is in line with projections and the company and has confirmed order book for 

next 6 months at the projected price. The company’s average selling price is expected to remain same. 

 
Efficient working capital management 
AIL has a policy to stock inventory of around 40-60 days, based on the client requirement. The 

company offers 60-90 days credit period to all its customers. It procures majority of the raw material 

(fabrics) from its group companies and gets a credit period of 1-2 months.  
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During last few years, the company extended loans to its subsidiaries for expansion and paid 

dividends to its holding company. Accordingly, it started utilizing its working capital facilities, which 

in turn impacted its current ratio and the same was around 1.00 for last 2 years. Accordingly, the 

company issued a Bond of USD 3.3 million for a longer tenure (3 years) and utilized the proceeds to 

reduce its working capital facilities.   

The average utilization of working capital facilities over the last 12 months (Jan-Dec 2019) stood at 

an average of 74%. (i.e. MUR 350 - MUR 400 million utilized on average out of total sanctioned 

limits of MUR 550 million). This is primarily due to utilization of overdraft facilities/bill discounting 

for working capital limits, whereas profits generated were used for long term purposes (extension of 

shareholders loan to AIPL for expansion and payment of dividend).  

Volatile nature of the industry  
The textile industry, being an important pillar of the Mauritian economy that directly employs over 

35,000 workers and generates around MUR 3.3 billion of exports per annum, makes up around 29% 

of the manufacturing sector. Mauritius is one of the largest fully fashioned knitwear producers, the 3rd 

largest exporter of pure new wool products, and Europe’s 4th largest supplier of T-shirts.  

While the main exports were destined to the European continent and USA traditionally, since the last 

few years exports to the South African market have been constantly increasing. The Mauritian textile 

industry is now a vertically integrated supplier of designer garments supplying to internationally 

renowned brands such as Topshop, Topman, River Island, Levi’s, Le Chateau, Foschinis, Burton UK, 

Devred, Guess, Hackett, Massimo Dutti, Naf Naf, Orvis, Peeble Beach, Puma, Calvin Klein, 

Woolworths, Ecko, Abercrombie & Fitch, Tommy Hilfiger, Victoria’s Secret, etc. The industry, 

however, is characterized by low barriers to entry and hence low margins, in addition to heavy 

competition from countries like China, Bangladesh, India and Sri Lanka.  

Globally, the growth for 2018 is 3.7%, about 0.1% higher than 2017 and 0.6% higher than 2016. 

Depreciation of the Pound Sterling, difficult economic situation in South Africa as well as the 

depreciation of the US dollars had a negative impact on margins of textile companies in 2017. 

However, with appreciation of USD vis-a-vis Mur in CY19 and stable USD & Rand (South African 

currency) for major part of the year, has enabled textile companies to post better performance in FY19 

and the trend is expected to continue in FY20. 

 

Prospects 
The prospects of the company depend on the operational performance of Madagascar and India unit, 

ability to generate orders from existing & new customers and stabilization in USD. 
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Standalone Financial performance of AIL      Mur Million 
       

For the year ended as on 30 June 2017 2018 2019 
  12M 12M 12M 
 Audited 
Revenue 1,826 1,660 2,124 
Total Income 1,875 1,710 2,200 
EBITDA 238 94 129 
Depreciation 0 0 0 
Interest 8 17 18 
Non-operating income & expenses 68 20 0 
PBT 299 97 112 
PAT 299 97 108 
Gross Cash Accruals (GCA) 299 97 108 
Dividend paid/proposed 276 105 0 
Financial Position    
Equity share capital 7 7 7 
Tangible net worth 407 395 505 
Total debt 322 424 409 
Cash & Bank balances 120 6 3 
Investment/Loans & Advances  442 443 434 
Key Ratios    
Profitability (%)    
EBITDA / Total op. income 13.05 5.66 6.09 
PAT / Total income 15.94 5.65 4.92 
ROCE- operating (%) 27.19 5.55 6.00 
RONW (%) 66.33 24.12 24.06 
Solvency    
Debt equity ratio 0.00 0.00 0.23 
Overall gearing ratio 0.79 1.07 0.81 
Interest coverage (times) 30.08 5.60 7.32 
Total debt/ EBITDA 1.35 4.51 3.17 
Liquidity    
Current ratio  0.97 0.97 1.35 
Quick ratio 0.76 0.73 0.92 
Avg. Collection Period (days) 62 72 60 
Avg. Inventory (days) 43 47 42 
Avg. Creditors (days) 81 73 3 
Op. cycle (days) 24 46 99 

 
 
Adjustments 

1. Tangible networth is calculated by netting off revaluation reserve and intangible assets from 
total equity. 

2. Gross Cash Accruals (GCA) is calculated as PAT+ Depreciation + deferred tax+ other non-
cash expenditure. 

3. Overall Gearing ratio is calculated as total debt (long term and short term debt)/Tangible 
Networth. 

4. Total Income includes revenue, other operating Income and interest on deposits. 
5. EBIDTA = All Income less expenses related to operations 
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Annexure – I 
 

1. Details of Bond Issue  
Type of instrument Amount (USD Million) Debt repayment terms  

Bond 
3.3 

(Mur 121 million) * 

Tenor – 3 years 
Bullet repayment 3 years from date of issue 

(January 2019) 
Grand Total 3.3 

*(1 USD= MUR 36.8) 
 

The repayment terms are as follows: 
FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 

Principal  0.0 0.0 0.0 121.0 

 
 

1. Details of Proposed Bond Issue  
Type of instrument Amount (USD Million) Debt repayment terms  

Proposed Bond 
5.7 

(Mur 210 million) * 
Tenor – 3 years 

Bullet repayment 3 years from date of issue 
Grand Total 3.3 

*(1 USD= MUR 36.8) 
 

The repayment terms are as follows: 
FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 

Principal  0.0 0.0 0.0 210.0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Disclaimer 
CARE Ratings (Africa) Private Limited (“CRAF”)’s ratings are opinions on the likelihood of timely payment of the obligations under 
the rated instrument and are not recommendations to sanction, renew, disburse or recall the concerned bank facilities or to buy, sell or 
hold any security. CRAF’s ratings do not convey suitability or price for the investor. CRAF’s ratings do not constitute an audit on the 
rated entity. CRAF has based its ratings/outlooks on information obtained from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. 
CRAF does not, however, guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of any information and is not responsible for any errors 
or omissions or for the results obtained from the use of such information. Most entities whose bank facilities/instruments are rated by 
CRAF have paid a credit rating fee, based on the amount and type of bank facilities/instruments. CRAF may also have other 
commercial transactions with the entity.  
In case of partnership/proprietary concerns, the rating /outlook assigned by CRAF is, inter-alia, based on the capital deployed by the 
partners/proprietor and the financial strength of the firm at present. The rating/outlook may undergo change in case of withdrawal of 
capital or the unsecured loans brought in by the partners/proprietor in addition to the financial performance and other relevant factors. 
CRAF is not responsible for any errors and states that it has no financial liability whatsoever to the users of CRAF’s rating.  
CRAF’s ratings do not factor in any rating related trigger clauses as per the terms of the facility/instrument, which may involve 
acceleration of payments in case of rating downgrades. However, if any such clauses are introduced and if triggered, the ratings may 
see volatility and sharp downgrades. 
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Annexure II 
Rating Symbols 
Long /Medium-term Instruments   

Symbols Rating Definition 

CARE MAU AAA 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have the highest degree of safety regarding 
timely servicing of financial obligations, in Mauritius. Such instruments carry lowest credit 
risk. 

CARE MAU AA 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have high degree of safety regarding timely 
servicing of financial obligations, in Mauritius. Such instruments carry very low credit risk. 

CARE MAU A 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have adequate degree of safety regarding 
timely servicing of financial obligations, in Mauritius. Such instruments carry low credit risk. 

CARE MAU BBB 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have moderate degree of safety regarding 
timely servicing of financial obligations, in Mauritius. Such instruments carry moderate 
credit risk. 

CARE MAU BB 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have moderate risk of default regarding timely 
servicing of financial obligations, in Mauritius. 

CARE MAU B 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have high risk of default regarding timely 
servicing of financial obligations, in Mauritius. 

CARE MAU C 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have very high risk of default regarding timely 
servicing of financial obligations, in Mauritius. 

CARE MAU D Instruments with this rating are in default or are expected to be in default soon. 
Modifiers {"+" (plus) / "-"(minus)} can be used with the rating symbols for the categories CARE 
MAU AA to CARE MAU C. The modifiers reflect the comparative standing within the category.  
 
Rating Outlook 
The rating outlook can be ‘Positive’, ‘Stable’ or ‘Negative’.  
A ‘Positive’ outlook indicates an expected upgrade in the credit ratings in the medium term on 
account of expected positive impact on the credit risk profile of the entity in the medium term.  
A ‘Negative’ outlook would indicate an expected downgrade in the credit ratings in the medium term 
on account of expected negative impact on the credit risk profile of the entity in the medium term. 
A ‘Stable’ outlook would indicate expected stability (or retention) of the credit ratings in the medium 
term on account of stable credit risk profile  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


